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These last authors calculate aberrations through the sixth order and
show that by appropriate choice of the magnetic field a spectrometer can be designed "rith a relatively large transmission and a high resolution.
The acceptable transmission ,is remarkable because the second-order "spherj.cal" aberration in the median plane of the image camlOt be made to vanish identically) and consequently the design is forced to a tall thin aperture (or a slightly less advantageous short "ride Ciperture) '/Thich a priori ,muld seem to imply a ImT transmission.
It is the purpose of this communication to shalT that if the arbitrary restriction to axialJ~symmetric fields is removed) then both the radial and the vertical contributions to the "spherical" aberration can be made to vanish in second order. That azimuthally varying fiel(::' (AVF) afford the freedom to accomplish this end may "Tell be suspected in view of the technological revolution that the concept ha~brought to other particle-handling devices. 2'1 1 (8)
..,
where the pr:.mes denote differentiation ,tTith respect to e . An electron of slightly different momentum p has radial motion which in first order is determined by
Explici·t; f'ormulas for the second-order aber2."ation coefficients can be given in terms of the independent solutions of the linearized approximations to eq,s. 
If a 2
(G) is taken independent of G then e~s. (13) become
The choices 1 g and 3 g ) correspond respectively to the "wide aperture" and "high aperture" spectrometers of Lee-Whiting and Taylor.
-9-6. If a" is t3.1~en independent of G but chosen so that the x ar,d. A.
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or B.
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.
